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Information Sheet Crash Process Psychology #29: OCD and Anxiety Disorders Are Finally Here! Who would have thought soAs as usual, you can find the file here: xHere is the original crash course video: xCredits for the crash course and thought about the content for the café! (Also inventor/starter
Edward Spoon hands and fishing boat proceeds) Additional materials / Information about OCD x Anxiety Disorder Total (Spark Note) x Tip Anxiety Disorder x More Information about Anxiety Disorderx Increased xxHow to Stop Worries vs. Anxiety Disorders One biological perspective x learning
perspective for anxiety disorder x learning perspective for anxiety disorder x learning perspective for anxiety disorder x learning perspective for anxiety disorder x learning perspective for anxiety disorder x learning perspective for anxiety disorder x learning perspective for anxiety disorder x learning
perspective for anxiety disorder x social description of anxiety disorder x feedback, suggestions, Advice, Back to the rest! DFTBA :)PS: If someone has some free time atm, I may really need help! ;) The AP Psychology Course is designed to introduce systematic and scientific research to students on the
behavior and psychosis of humans and other animals. Students are exposed to psychological facts, principles and phenomena associated with each major sub-field in psychology, including psychology, disability and treatment, personality, life span development, sensory and perception, learning and
intelligence, and research methods. They also learn about the ethics and methods psychologists use in science and practice. Students enrolled in this course should be willing to accept the challenges of a rigorous academic curriculum. Reading and writing analysis will be emphasized. Students who
have taken psychology are not eligible for AP psychology. 2020/2021 Students - Dear Current Students, all of this grade's resources are in google classrooms. You can browse this page and check out files if you want, but they are all outdated and do not apply to the current school year. They may have
misinformation/date/back. All you need is in Google Classroom. AP Psychology is a one-credit selection course for juniors and seniors at Oregon High School. Students can earn college credits at the end of the year through the AP Psychology Exam. Students: You'll need to enter your school login and
password to access documents on subsequent pages. It also updates files more frequently than updating this Web site. These links may not be up-to-date with these documents. Always see a copy of the classroom before accessing the file here. Frequently asked question: Why do some documents look
interesting? Answer: Basically, it's because of the non-concerto font. If the document i created uses a font that the computer does not have installed, the computer automatically replaces it with the font it has. This is problematic even if both fonts can be the same number. Fonts of the same size can vary
significantly in height and width. So you might have to take up a line on the intended screen, instead you can occupy two lines in and throw everything away. The related links to the research methods units listed below are various articles and web links that we have come across over the years in relation
to topics we discussed in AP Psychology. You can find what you're interested in and help you better understand classroom content. If you don't check these links regularly and the Internet is unpredictable, let us know if the link no longer works. Articles may include adult and/or triggering content. I
appreciate it. Study Digest – A summary of research-based findings on placebo-effect psychology today – a simple guide to understanding psychological research awareness additional credit additional credit is scheduled for the day before the unit trial (this is shown in the unit research guide). Students
can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print
to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Watch the movie 50 first dates and complete the worksheet (PDF) for the movie. Watch two movie memorabilia and complete the movie's worksheet (PDF). *
*Warning: This film is rated R and contains violence, language and drug content. Get parental permission before you see it. ** Double Warning: Scenes from the movie are shown as reverses that help memory empathize with the unusual protagonist. Students sometimes feel this very confusing and
frustrating. Complete the worksheet with reading an article called 2 Points Genie's Civilization. 1 point psychology article changed 40 studies and thank you for your memories! Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Complete the worksheet with one point psychology article reading 40 studies that
change the map in your mind (PDF). Record the video to complete the bad time simulator game in 1 point normal mode (the game is a test of your memory). Email the video to Mr. Oxyuta for confirmation. Some useful hints: Use the 1.z key as the task key to select the command. Otherwise, you can use
the arrow keys to prevent bones. 2. Ignore your deeds and mercy. They're useless in this game. 3. You can use the item option to restore your health. 4. Don't get frustrated if you keep missing, as you can't attack Sans until you get to the final round. 5. Avoid everything except the blue line. You still need
to stay so that you don't lose your health. 6. This game has some pretty cool songs you can listen to while you play - put your earbuds if you have them. Answer a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to a two-point recognition unit. 1.25 point full journal entry (PDF/PPT); Each entry is 0.25
points. 0.25 – 1 point (s) related links to the recognition units listed below are various articles and web links that we have come across over the years related to topics discussed in AP Psychology. You can find what you're interested in and help you better understand classroom content. If you don't check
these links regularly and the Internet is unpredictable, let us know if the link no longer works. Articles may include adult and/or triggering content. I appreciate it. WGN9 – a 17-year-old developed amnesia after suffering injuries during cross-country; Her memory is reset daily social psychology additional
credit is due the day before the unit exam (it is shown in the unit research guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the
options as they want. Completed assignments can be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Watch the movie Average Girl and complete the worksheet
(PDF) for the movie. Complete the worksheet (PDF) for the movie to see the 2-point movie crash.* *Warning: This film is rated R and contains violence, language and sexual content (including sexual assault scenes). Get parental permission before you see it. 2 points for someone to do an act of altruistic
kindness and create this worksheet (PDF). Complete the worksheet (PDF) with 1.5 points to read the article Horror. Create a convincing poster using the principles of two-point social psychology and complete the workshop (PDF) together. 1.5 points to analyze celebrities and represent their attractive
features according to social psychology in this worksheet (PDF). Complete a two-point implicit racism test (PDF) to determine the level of prejudice. Each side It is worth 0.75 points. Read the 40 thought-changing studies from tuning the 0.75 to 1.5-point psychology article and complete the accompanying
worksheet (PDF). 1 Point Psychology Article Changed 40 Studies Read And Jailed Under Different Names... Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Read 40 studies that have changed the power of conformity to one-point psychology articles and complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF).
One point psychology article has changed and completed the worksheet with 40 studies that help edify or help (PDF). One point psychology article completes the accompanying worksheet (PDF) reading 40 studies that have changed obedience at any cost. Answer a series of critical thinking questions
(PDF) related to one point social psychology unit. 1.25 point full journal entry (PDF/PPT); Each entry is 0.25 points. 0.25 – The 0.5-point related links to the social psychology units listed below are various articles and web links that we have come across the years related to topics discussed in AP
Psychology. You can find what you're interested in and help you better understand classroom content. If you don't check these links regularly and the Internet is unpredictable, let us know if the link no longer works. Articles may include adult and/or triggering content. I appreciate it. City Lab - walking up
an escalator and examining the social pitfalls of individuals to increase waiting times for everyone involved with YouTube - men will use their knowledge of social traps while playing in the game show Golden Ball Development Psychology additional credit for additional credit unit tests the day before (it is
shown in the unit research guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can
be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Watch my life in the movie and complete the worksheet (PDF) for the movie. Find examples of social learning
theory in popular media with 2 points and assemble/explain through this worksheet (PDF). 2 points developed by creating this worksheet (PDF) and use the Internet to complete psychological web quests. Use these 2-point guidelines (PDF) to write a letter to the child about the expected changes during
puberty/adolescence. 1.5 points 40 reading the study Psychology Articles Are You Natural? and complete the worksheet (PDF) that comes with it. Read the 40 studies that changed the long look at one-point psychology articles and complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Read 40 studies that
changed the love discovery of one-point psychology articles and complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). One point psychology article changed 40 studies that do not seem to read but complete the worksheet with in mind (PDF). 1 point psychology article changed 40 studies and read how moral
are you? Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Read 40 studies that have changed one point psychology articles for men or women... Or both? Then complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Answer a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to one point developmental psychology
unit. 1.25 point full journal entry (PDF/PPT); Each entry is 0.25 points. 0.25 – The links to the developmental psychology units listed below are various articles and web links I've met over the years related to topics discussed in AP Psychology. You can find what you're interested in and help you better
understand classroom content. If you don't check these links regularly and the Internet is unpredictable, let us know if the link no longer works. Articles may include adult and/or triggering content. I appreciate it. Radiolab – A podcast on technology that allows parents to select embryos individually
according to genetic testing NPR – this article summarizes a study on the morality of the children's Ted idea – and this article suggests that retirement leads to premature death due to a lack of cognitive activity tests, and that additional credit for individual differences is due on the eve of the unit test (this
is shown in the unit study guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can
be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Create this worksheet (PDF) to complete intelligence web quests using the Internet. Complete the Free Response
Test section (PDF) in a two-point research unit. Complete the free response test section (PDF) in the one-point recognition unit. Complete the free response test section (PDF) from the 1-point society Unit. Complete the free response test section (PDF) of the 1-point Developmental Psychology Team. 1
Point Psychology Article Change 40 Studies Read How Intelligent Are You? Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). 1 point test and answer a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to individual difference units. 1.25 point full journal entry (PDF/PPT); Each entry is 0.25 points. The 0.25
point personality has an additional credit credit credit due the day before the exam (shown in the Unit Study Guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students
can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Watch the edge of the movie
Seventeen and complete the personality analysis worksheet (PDF) for the film. The following is a permission document. *Warning: The film is rated R-rated for sexual content, language, and some drinking alcohol related to adolescents. Get parental permission before you see it. Complete your own
personality analysis using the 2-point guide (PDF). 2 points use the Internet to complete birth order web quests by creating this worksheet (PDF). Read 40 studies that change the two-point psychology article and wait for its control! Complete the worksheet together (PDF). 1 point psychology article

changed 40 studies and read and are you the master of your destiny? Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). One one psychology article, read 40 studies that have changed a lot and completes the accompanying worksheet (PDF). 1 point psychology article change 40 studies read and you're
getting back on the defensive! Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). 1 Psychology Article Read 40 studies that have changed the projection of who you are and complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Read the 40 studies that changed the 1-point psychology article Picture This! and
complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Complete a consensus survey (PDF) with one-point Freud to determine what will happen to freud. Complete the 0.25 point crash course world mythic video #40 Freud, Chung, Luke Skywalker, and accompanying the psychology of mythology and complete
the worksheet (PDF). Answer a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to the 0.5-point personality unit. 1.25 points Journal entries (PDF/PPT); Each entry is 0.25 points. 0.25 points extra credit semester learning will be due on the day before the unit exam (shown in the Unit Learning Guide).
Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can be sent to kso@oregonsd.net email or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Use these instructions (PDF) to create a classic conditioning poster/cartoon strip. 1 point classically fill out a piece of paper using these instructions
(PDF) to report conditions and procedures and results to your pet. Create a two-point paper using this guide (PDF) to report procedures and results. 2 Points Psychology Article Changed 40 Studies Read It's Not Just About Saloving Dogs! Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). One point
psychology article completes the worksheet with a small emotional change albert and 40 studies to complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). 1 point psychology article Knock Wood! completed the worksheet with 40 studies to read (PDF). Read 40 studies that have changed one point psychology
articles and see aggression... Do aggression! And complete the worksheet together (PDF). Answer a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to one point personality units. 1.25 point full journal entry (PDF/PPT); Each entry is 0.25 points. The 0.25 point ritual extra credit credit is due the day
before the unit exam (this is shown in the unit study guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want.
Completed assignments can be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Watch the movie initiation and complete the movie's worksheet (PDF). Use the
Internet to complete mouse party spirit drug web quests by creating 2 points this worksheet (PDF). 2-Point Sleep Study Use this guide (PDF) to present the results you choose. One point psychology article has changed 40 reading studies and sleep, completing the worksheet with no doubt in the dream
(PDF). Read 40 studies that have transformed your one-point psychology article dream into non-cultural and complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). A one-point psychology article completes the accompanying worksheet (PDF) by reading 40 studies that have changed behavior as if they were
hypnotized. 1 Point answers a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to the state of the consciousness unit. 1.25 points motivation and emotional additional credit credit the day before the credit unit test (shown in the Unit Study Guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You
can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the
large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Watch the 500-day summer of the movie and complete the movie's worksheet (PDF). Use the Internet to complete emotional, motivationand stress web quests by creating a 2-point worksheet (PDF). 1 Point
Psychology Article Changed 40 Studies Read Sexual Motivation... Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). 1 point psychology article changed 40 studies and I can see it all over your face! Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). 1 Psychology Article Read 40 Studies that Changed Life,
Change, and Stress and completed the accompanying worksheet (PDF). 1 point psychology article to complete the accompanying worksheet to read 40 studies that changed the race for your mind (PDF). 1 point responds to a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to motivation and emotion
units. 1.25 point full journal entry (PDF/PPT); Each entry is 0.25 points. 0.25 point sensation and late additional credit credit are due on the day before the unit exam (shown in the Unit Learning Guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options
shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can be sent to kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Please note that due to the large size. If there's nothing
wrong with what Mr. Oxyuta receives, he won't be able to see the bonus points added to his credits. It indicates how different sensory and perceptual concepts apply to your life or the lives of others you know using this worksheet (PDF). Label the two-point structure and use these instructions (PDF) to
create a playful eye while displaying functions. Label the two-point structure and use these instructions (PDF) to create a playdough ear while displaying functions. 2 points human factors serve the role of psychologist and you can create ads (PDF) for modified products that have made them more userfriendly. 1 point psychology article changed 40 studies read visual bluff watchout! Complete the accompanying worksheet (PDF). Complete the worksheet with 1 point clock crash course anatomy and physiology video #16 taste and smell (PDF). Complete the 0.5 point collision course anatomy and
physiology video with the Companion Worksheet (PDF) to see hearing and balance #17. Complete the 0.5 point collision course anatomy and physiology video with vision #18 reporting companion worksheet (PDF). Answers a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to 0.5 point sensory and
perceptual units. The links to sensory and perceptual units listed below 1.25 points are various articles and web links that we have come across over the years related to topics discussed in AP Psychology. You can find what you're interested in and help you better understand classroom content. If you
don't check these links regularly and the Internet is unpredictable, let us know if the link no longer works. Articles may include adult and/or triggering content. I appreciate it. City Lab – A Japanese train station that emits high-frequency noise to suppress youth from loitering (including other psychic
information), the relevant links to the clinical psychology units listed below are various articles and web links that we have come across over the years in relation to topics discussed in AP Psychology. You can find what you're interested in and help you better understand classroom content. If you don't
check these links regularly and the Internet is unpredictable, let us know if the link no longer works. Articles may include adult and/or triggering content. I appreciate it. Atlantic – examining the link between psychological disorders, drugs, creative geniuses and New York Times – why are more American
youth suffering from severe anxiety? BBC - Look at the evidence suggesting that animals may become mentally ill, similar to human YouTube TED talk - Celia McGow's experience Schizophrenia history and approach additional credit added credit unit the day before the test (this is shown in the unit study
guide). Students can earn a total of 5 additional credit points* You can use 5 or more points in the options shown below, but you can only get 5 points, so choose your options carefully. Students can complete as many of the options as they want. Completed assignments can be sent to
kso@oregonsd.net e-mail or print to switch to a copy of the paper. Because of the large amount sought by Mr. Oxyuta, we will not return the assignment unless there is a problem. Watch Family Guy's Episode 2.4 (Brian in Love) and complete the perspective of a psychological chart analysis document
(PDF). *Warning: This episode is tv-MA rating and includes adult content. Get parental permission before you see it. One point answers a series of critical thinking questions (PDF) related to the history and approach of the psychological unit. Complete 1.25 points additional journal entry (PDF); Each entry
is 0.25 points. 0.25 - 1 point ------------------------- (don't access what's under this text, it's outdated and it was from last year; just set aside now) ------------------------- AP PSYCH class review packet also notes: Comprehensive vocabulary review packet update 3/17: The packet link above was made earlier
this week before it revealed that we would be out of school for the foreseeable future. Therefore, the date is incorrect. Due to the ongoing uncertainty of when we return to school (coming back this year), I have no plans to update until we have a safer schedule. As of now, CollegeBoard seems to be
planning to do an AP test at home in May for kids. I keep updating as much as I can via email and reminding app. Feel free to send us a question/comment. In the grand scheme of things, AP psychology is not very important right now. Your primary goal is to put your physical and mental health first and
try to find as much happiness as possible in this unusual time. As always, let me know if you need anything. *Changed 2020 Corona Virus Special Packets **The information contained here in this is subject to change. Always up-to-date* additional copies (if misplaced) 1.) Full unit review sheet (included
in the general link above; here's an additional copy of the vocabulary packet) 2.) You are linked to Mr. Oxyuta's practice test 3, which completed and graded Mr. Oxyuta's practice test (both MC and FR sections). Complete and grade the 2012 public practice exam (both MC and FR). Links to the 2012
practice exam (MC test starts on page 19 of pdf; sheet for writing answers are in packets) (MC answer key is on page 48 of the PDF) (FR test is on your packet; also starts on page 39 of PDF) (FR score instructions start on page 50 of PDF) 4.) 2016 public free response scan 2016 FR test completed in
packets, ratings and modifications /completion; You can also use this link link to scoring instructions for 2016 Free Response 5.) 2015 Public Free Response 2015 FR Test completed in packets, ratings and modifications/completions; You can also use this link link to scoring instructions for 2015 Free
Response 6.) 2014 public free responses 2014 FR test completed in packets, ratings and modifications /completion; Also available in this link link to scoring instructions for 2014 Free Response 7.) 2013 public free response scan 2013 FR test completed in packets, ratings and modifications /completion;
Additional copies of the 2013 free response AP PSYCH class review packets (if you have placed your wrong) are available in this link link to scoring instructions for 1. Full unit review sheet (included in the general link above; here's an additional copy of the vocabulary packet) 2.) 2012 Public Practice Test
(both MC and FR section) 2012 hands-on test link (MC exam starts on pdf 19, (THE MC answer key is 48 pages of PDF) (FR test is on page 48 of a PDF) (FR test starts on page 39 of PDF) (FR scoring instructions start on page 50 of PDF) (FR score guidelines start on page 50 of PDF) completed and
rated the 2016 public free response 2016 FR Packet Test. You can also use this link link to scoring instructions for 2016 Free Response 4.) The 2015 Public Free Response 2015 FR test is completed and rated in packets. You can also use this link link to scoring instructions for 2015 Free Response 5.)
2014 Public Free Response 2014 FR Test completed and rated in packets. You can also use this link link to scoring instructions for 2014 Free Response 6.) 2013 Public Free Response 2013 FR Test completed and rated in packets. Additional copies of the 2013 free response AP PSYCH class review
packet (if you have misplaced you) are also available in this link link to the score instructions ***** this is done in all classes; These links should not be required unless absent***** 1.) Free Response Links for 2017 2017 Free Response Score Guidelines 2.) Full and Grade 2018 public free response sat in
the 2018 FR test packet; You can also use this link link to scoring instructions for 2018 Free Response 3.) 2018 International Exam MC and FR *University Board Policy* 4.) Reviewing the link to a pair of confusing words allows you to review the confusing word pair PowerPoint (here's a link to a version
that doesn't have an image, if desired) 5.) Save Greta save Greta by playing and completing game link game 6.) Completed in 2017 and grades Test MC *University board cannot connect due to policy * 7.) Complete the record numbers tournament activity link for review packets in class. The activity is in
the middle through Article 8.) Completed and grade 2016 International Exam MC* due to university board policy * Other useful links cannot be linked due to quiz review site key vocabulary, flash cards, review games, etc. The CollegeBoard AP Psychological Exam Database includes scores statistics,
sample student responses, and other outdated exams dating back to 1999. The practice test I made mimics the format of the final test AP test. In addition to the questions, we included a section-divided answer key, a page that determines an individual's strengths and weaknesses, instructions for scoring
free responses, and a full score sheet. Class Final Exam - Free Response ** Provided a link to the actual final exam as a reward for browsing this website. Keep this secret, please!** class final exam – multi-choice year-end review guide AP Psychology Exam Preparation Packet random addition links I
remove /change (basically ignore this; I'm keeping it here as a placeholder until I figure out what to do with them) and ignore this extra copy (if you've placed your wrong)3.) Read the course description book and read the document link to course description book (MC test starts on page 17 or PDF 21) (FR
test starts on page 23 of the book or 27 pd.) 10.) 2012 Free Response 2012 FR test completed in packets and rated; You can also find out about the scoring guidelines for free responses to the 2012 Oxyuta homepage. Homepage.
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